Pennoweth News

Contact us at help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk

Week ending Friday 15th May 2020

Thank you so much for the feedback on the new newsletter, we are glad that it is working well to highlight key messages and to celebrate a whole host of achievements and activities that the children are undertaking whilst away from school.
As you know, Monday sees Pennoweth open up again, albeit in a very limited way, as a childcare hub for those children that have
been attending Treloweth. We also have a few more children join where parents have now been designated as key workers. If you
feel that you are eligible for your child to attend the hub, please contact us at help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk and we will get in
touch with you.
We are still working to finalise what arrangements will look like for opening up to defined year groups and will let you know as soon
as we get further information. Take care everyone, stay safe.
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Tommy (3NS) for trying different ways of learning
Lola B (N) for always smiling
Harrison (FSFM) for being brave when falling off his bike and getting straight back on
Dovydas (3/4RT) for helping in the garden and kitchen
Bea (3NS) for tidying the house and training the puppy!
Kirsten (5/6PB) for helping her Mum grow vegetables and strawberries in their greenhouse
Grace (6OC) for helping Mum with baking and to paint the garden fence!
Willow (2SD) for helping to make the family VE Day party such a success
Amelia-Honey (1SH) for helping her Mum with some DIY
Summer (5/6MD) for being so helpful and grown up at home!
Lily, Thea and Amelia (3NS) for welcoming a new member of the class
Henry (N) for sending his Grandmother a lovely card
Brooke (2SD) for using her artistic skills to make others feel special
Jacob (1SH) for helping his sister to learn her set 1 sounds
James (5/6MD) for helping his Mum and brothers to finish their front garden!
Leo (4DS) for making his own pizza and baking lovely creations
Vincent (4DS) learning the cup song and performing it
Reade (3/4RT) for making her own chalk
Casey (4DS) and Ellie (3NS) for making their own table football
Emily F (4DS) for learning to crochet
Emily S (3/4RT) for preparing and helping make a street party special
Leela (FSFM) for painting lovely pictures outside
Isaiah (FSFM) for creating his own ice cream shop and puppet show
Emma (5/6PB) for being busy painting and baking—she has even started making cakes independently
Larkin (FSMM) for colouring her hair pink this week!
Mason (6OC) for helping cook delicious Yorkshire puddings for his family and planting sunflower seeds in the garden
Oliver (2SD) for designing a great poster and baking some delicious cakes
Autumn (1SH) for baking some delicious banana chocolate chip cookies
Jack (1SH) for inventing and building lots of new and exciting toys
Jacob (1/2HT) for getting creative in the garden by making his own outside drum kit
Miller (5/6MD) for creating and then taking photographs of his dinosaur scenes in the garden!
Florrie (5/6PB) for playing badminton, doing pilates and going for walks in the woods
Emilis (FSMM) for going on lots of long walks
Eva (2SD) for dancing so hard that Mum thought the ceiling may cave in!
Reese (1SH) for going on local bike rides
Noah (1/2HT) for being able to complete 38 star jumps in 30 seconds. Super speedy!
Preston (4DS) for going camping in his house
Amber (3NS) for exploring how to make an inset house
Adam (2SD) for exploring the life cycle of the Painted Lady Butterfly
James (1SH) for exploring and learning about the local mines
Zachery (1/2HT) for exploring and developing new skills by learning how to touch type to make a powerpoint about King
Cobras
Mikolaj (3NS) for completing lots of geography work and still taking his Geography ambassador role very seriously.
Thomas (3/4RT) for doing lots of reading
Daisy ((4DS) for completing lot of work from the grid
Mia (N) for excellent writing
Logan (5/6PB) for being the quiz champion in his family and for doing particularly well with the history questions!
Abi (FSMM) for finishing her whole exercise book
Sarah (FSMM) for working really hard at her phonics
Harley (6OC) for perseverance and independence doing school work every single day since lockdown began
Gracie-mae (2SD) for reading eight Bug Club books in one day and answering the questions
Archie (1SH) for completing lots of learning this week with a brilliant ‘can do’ attitude
Maddie (1/2HT) for completing numerous pieces of outstanding learning at home.
Tane (5/6MD) for going above and beyond with his learning even whilst at home!

Safeguarding
Please remember to get in touch with us once a week so that we know you are all ok. The easiest way to
do this is by emailing in. You can email the key stage addresses (these are given on the front of the website or use the help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk address—this is monitored every day).

The Recovery Curriculum
You will hopefully have seen our letter today regarding the changes we are making to our curriculum
offer as we begin to open up the school (initially as a hub and then, over time, to a wider set of children).
The aim of the change of approach is to ensure that all children, regardless of whether they are able to
attend school or not, are receiving the same curriculum offer. This, in turn, means that if you are in the
position where you can make a choice about whether your child returns to school or not, the choice is
mainly about where your child will be accessing their learning rather than what they are accessing. As
ever, health and wellbeing remains the absolute priority so any home learning that you can do is great
but please do not worry if it is difficult to carry out the work.
Food vouchers
Please note that this is the last week that we will have food parcels delivered. From next week, if your
child is entitled to free school meals (please note that this is not Universal infant free school meals, but
the free school meals entitlement that is authorised through an application to the county website) then
you should receive an email with a voucher code that you can redeem. Please do get in touch if you have
not received an email by the middle of next week.
We hope that the new system works well for everyone and provides you with more flexibility on how you
are able to manage the free school meal entitlement.

Opening to different year groups
As you will know, we are still waiting for further information around the details for opening the school to
different year groups. The Trust is working on this issue with all 9 schools and we hope to get a communication out to you soon with regards to what the next steps will be. Whatever we do, please be assured
that your children’s safety and wellbeing will always be the priority. This will mean that we need to put in
a series of measures to protect staff and children as much as we are able to. We will outline all these
measures as we begin to finalise plans to enable you to make an informed decision about whether or not
to send your child back to school at the current time.
Happy birthday this week to:
Samuel (Y4), Cody (YR), Keira (Y2), Maddie (Y6)

Please don’t forget that if we can help in any way, you can contact us through help@pennoweth.cornwall.sch.uk
Take care and we look forward to seeing you when it is safe.

